Abstract. Design derivation, a correct-by-construction system design method, specifies behavior with abstract datatypes. Refining these abstract datatypes is necessary for architectural decomposition. A new transformation primitive enables data refinement by generalizing term level injective homomorphisms to system equivalence.
Definition of sequential signals is by destruction (expressed as arguments to the constructor !), i.e. X is a stream of integers whose head is the integer 1, and whose tail is (+* X 1*). The suffix * indicates the "lifting" of a term level function or constant to the stream level: e.g. 1* is a stream of 1s and +* is componentwise addition. The remaining signals are combinational, defined by lifted versions of term combinators; e.g. Y is the componentwise negation of X. For simple lifting as just described, term level identities generalize to stream level identities, so local term replacement is one of the core transformations in the derivation algebra [?] . First order algebraic terms, unlike streams and other corecursive datatypes [?] , are easily manipulated by standard theorem provers.
Thus, local term replacement provides a hook for integration with other toolsets. By commutativity of addition, the equations X = 1 ! (+* X 1*) and X = 1 ! (+* 1* X)
have the same solutions. Given this orthogonality, we usually eliminate the * annotation unless the context demands its use. The refinement approach uses term level algebraic identities to express injective homomorphisms between types. The following diagram expresses the homomorphism r between abstract stacks of integers S and their implementation using references I to heaps expressed as a memory M of cells I × addressed by I and a "next-unallocated-cell" pointer of type I.
[] denotes tuple construction, integer ordinals are tuple accessors. The reference value, memory, and horizon pointer bindings are defined by v=(0th (r s)), m=(1st (r s)), and i=(2nd (r s)), respectively.
Even with a complete term-level characterization, term replacement is insufficient for local representation translation. Local translation allows different representations of the same abstract type in the same system, enables multi-level modeling, and promotes interaction. We can not change a sequential signal's type in the present system algebra. To this end, we introduce a new transformation which adds a new sequential signal of the implementation type, and replaces the target signal with an abstraction coercion from the implementation signal. Theorem 1. Let A and R be two sorts with functions r : A → R and a : R → A such that for all x ∈ R, (a (r x)) = x. Let X = x0 ! (T X) be an equation in a system description. Replacing X's equation with X = (a X') X' = (r x0) ! (r (T X)) (4) preserves the solution for X and This transformation combined with subsequent applications of the coercion identities over r (e.g. (3) and (5)), eliminates references to X's in X''s equation, thereby completing the refinement.
The following expressions are behavioral descriptions of a simple stack calculator. There are two input streams: an instruction token instr and an integer a. The function inst-cat classifies instructions as psh-op, drp-op, and alu-op.
The behavior 
This reduction continues in each case branch, corresponding to the behavior table rows for signal s. When complete, the tuple s'=[s* mem ptr] is split into its three component signals. Remaining references to the abstract type s are satisfied by the combinational application of the homomorphism's inverse: s = (stack<=llst s') (Starfish's coercion naming conventions are more verbose than r and a). Figure 1 shows the full expansion of refinement identities in (6), serialization of actions guarded by alu-op, and a factorization separating memory from its reference registers. Fig. 1 . The top table fully expand the refinement coercions, and splits the tupled signal into its three components as in (7). The next step serializes the deeply nested term guarded by alu-op. A column of integers in the decision table represent linear control flow that is invisible to external observers. The last step is a factorization that separates the memory from its referencing registers.
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